
Ferrata Anelli delle Anguane 

On 21 December 2019, the last routes of the Ferrata "Anelli delle Anguane" on the Sojo di Mezzogiorno of 
S. Pietro Valdastico, were completed. 

All the routes are now open and passable, although there are still work in progress to radically change all 
the signs and the numerical identification of the Paths and Ferrata, indicated as "S" and "F; see Figure 1. 

The installations of the new signs, established conclusively at the beginning of next spring, in time for the 
official final inauguration.                                                                                                                                                     
These new routes thus complete the "Anelli delle Anguane" Alpine Park, a network of routes made up of 
simple mountain hiking routes, intertwined with via Ferratas with degrees of difficulty to follow step by 
step progressively, reaching degrees between the very difficult and the extremely difficult. 

In the opinion of the alpine guides the professional experts who made all the equipped routes, these ones 
can offer some of the longest and most difficult via Ferratas in Italy, when suitably combined without 
repeating the route. 

The new and last Ferrata routes: 

● Ferrata of Prima Joa (Votive Capital) "F1" 

● Ferrata of the Second Joa "F2" 

● Ferrata of Mezzogiorno "F7" 

Figure 1, illustrates the new configuration of all the routes of the Sojo di Mezzogiorno, it is reporting the 
new identifications signs, that will go to be implemented. 

 

Figure 1: New Configuration and Identification of the Paths and Via Ferrata 

 



1.1) Paths: 

a) "S1" Path of the Joe and Salti;                                                                                                                                                  
b) "S1a" Link path with the via Ferratas "F5", "F5a" and "F6";                                                                                                                
c) "S1b" Second Nora path and junction with the via Ferratas "F5", "F5a" and "F10";                                                        
d) "S2" Path of the Second and Third Joa;                                                                                                                                          
e) "S3" Sella path of the Third Joa;                                                                                                                                                   
f) "S4" Base Path of the Sojo;                                                                                                                                                    
g) "S5" Chestele path;                                                                                                                                                                          
h) "S5a" Link path with the via Ferratas "F9", "F8" and "F10";                                                                                                        
i) "S6" Path of the Menaore. 

1.2) Via Ferrata: 

a) “F1” via Ferrata of Prima Joa difficulty C (difficult) with some short stretch D (very difficult);                                         
b) "F2" Ferrata of the Second Joa difficulty A (Easy) with some stretch B (Moderately Difficult);                                              
c) "F3" Ferrata of the Third Joa difficulty B and C;                                                                                                                          
d) “F4” Ferrata Hull of the Anguane difficulty A, B and some stretch C;                                                                                  
e) “F5” Ferrata Sojo Sud difficulty C (difficult);                                                                                                                        
f) "F6" Ferrata of the Second Nora difficulty A, B and a stretch C;                                                                                            
g) “F7” Ferrata Sojo di Mezzogiorno difficulty between D and E (extremely difficult);                                                  
h) “F8” Ferrata Sojo Nord difficulty C and D;                                                                                                                                 
i) “F9” Ferrata delle Cenge difficulty A and B. 

 Note: Difficulty levels are indicated according to the Italian scale of the via Ferratas 

1) Materials used on the new via Ferrata routes 

a) 6/19 stranded galvanized steel ropes of 14mm in diameter and with steel core;                                                           
b) Taps to secure the ropes on 16mm diameter stainless steel rock;                                                                                       
c) 16mm stainless steel steps resinated in the rock;                                                                                                                     
d) 16mm stainless steel handles resinated in the rock;                                                                                                            
e) 14mm diameter rope staircases with 16mm stainless steel pegs, fixed with clamps approximately every 
30cm and flanked by a safety rope for the carabiners;                                                                                                               
f) Staircase / chain bracket in galvanized steel with three steps. 

 

2) Description of the Via Ferrata "F1"                                                                                                                                    
The “F1” route joins the “S1” path, at the base of the Prima Joa wall (Votive Chapel). See Figure 2.                     
This Ferrata, although if it is short, it is immediately very demanding and requires good arm strength and 
lack of dizziness.                                                                                                                                                                                       
The overall development of the equipped path is about 50 meters and reaches the base of the Votive 
Chapel. 



 

Figure 2: Ferrata "F1" First Joa and "F2" Second Joa 

 

3) Description of the Ferrata “F2”                                                                                                                                                     
The "F2" route of the Second Joa, see Figure 2, starts near the Votive Chapel and runs along the base and 
the northern side of the Joa, until it reaches the last rock fall containment wall. Then go up along the rocky 
slope that runs alongside the wall on the right, for a few tens of meters, until it reaches path “S4”. See 
Figure 2. This via Ferrata is easy enough but requires attention and safety. The overall development of the 
track is about 110 meters. 

 

4) Description of the Via Ferrata di Mezzogiorno                                                                                                                                 
The new “F7” route climbs to the center of the Sojo de Mezzogiorno and completes the difficulty levels of 
the Ferrata of the Alpine Park, offering climbs between grade “D” and “E”. This Ferrata starts from the base 
path "S4" under the Scafa delle Anguane and reaches the Second Nora, which is the second highest forest / 
bushy belt, which crosses the entire Sojo wall from north to south. See Figure 3. The path is also including 
four stairs and at the end of the route, a four-rope Tibetan bridge. The overall development of the ropes, 
including the various stairs, is over 200 meters. 

The artificial supports installed on rock, that are steps and handles, are limited to the minimum possible. 
Much of the climbing, it is performed on holds and supports on rock, naturally with the compulsory two-
carabiner insurance, hooked on the continuous galvanized steel ropes. 

Hikers who tackle this new route must be very athletically prepared, have excellent physical strength of 
arms and legs, a basic knowledge of rock climbing and must not suffer from vertigo. The equipment to be 
used is the classic one for the via Ferrata, preferably with the useful addition of some sufficiently long 
Climbing Referral Quickdraw with two carabiners, or one or more loop webbing with carabiners, to rest 
safely, in case of need during the climbing. 
The line of the new route in the Figure 1 is traced in Black a color to indicate its difficulty but in red in Figure 
3, for a better viewing. 



 

Figure 3: "F7" Ferrata Sojo de Medojorno 

5.1 Description of the route:                                                                                                                                                                         
Starting from the Base “S4” path, after a few tens of meters equipped and moderately difficult, the route 
climbs immediately in a very difficult way. You face a small staircase / pendulum bracket with three steps, 
which helps to climb over a falling ledge about 2 meters high; then goes up almost vertically along the 
overhanging stretch of wall and below the Scafa delle Anguane, until to reach a rope staircase about 5 
meters long, which climbs over the Scafa delle Anguane. 

The overall length of the ropes in this section is approximately 50 meters. 

In case of difficulty, the route can be abandoned by taking the equipped ledge called "Scafa delle Anguane", 
indicated "F4" in Figures 1 and 3 before the stairs. 

The 5-meter staircase has a slope of about 60% and immediately after this, you climb a little zig-zag 
vertically on a wall that is overhanging stretches, until you reach a rope staircase 25 meters long overall. 
This staircase is composed of two contiguous sections, the longer of the two with a gradient in degrees 
between 60/70%, while the second, shorter, between 45/50%.                                                                                            
This staircase, is completely bypassing the first large wood / bushy belt that crosses the entire wall called 
Prima Nora and arrives just above the base of the last wall to be climbed. 

In case of difficulty, the route can be abandoned by taking the equipped path "F6", which runs along the 
entire Prima Nora, until it joins the via Ferrata on the south face of the Sojo; this route was also completed 
at the end of 2019. 



The continuation, on the other hand, takes place by facing the next vertically zigzag wall, sometimes 
overhanging, until you reach a traverse that connects the edges of two ridges flanking a large valley.                  
This traverse is initially overcome with the help of two rope walkways for foot support; one walkway is 
about 5.5 meters long and the other 4 meters. After the traverse, climb vertically on rock and then along a 
vertical staircase of about 6 meters, until to reach the Tibetan Bridge. 

This crosses a second large valley it is about 12 meters long. The bridge is made up of 4 cross ropes, at the 
top the one for the attachment of the carabiners, two as handrails at the height of the sides, spaced about 
90cm and the one below, for the support of the feet. 

The sleepers of the bridge are six and two meters spaced, which makes the crossing somewhat tightrope 
and exciting.                                                                                                                                                                                     
After crossing the Tibetan bridge, climb up until to the Traverso "F10" of the Second Nora.  

The descent for the return, can be done using various paths or other Ferrata routes crossing the Second 
Nora. 


